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The features of the turbine steam line sealing unit stress-strain state are examined 

on the basis of the usage of a three-dimensional design model of the construction 

and contacting surfaces. The considered unit consists of the pipeline, a crimp cas-

ing consisting of two halves with an outlet in one of them, and a gasket. A mathe-

matical model that takes into account the mechanical loads caused both by the 

internal steam pressure on the steam line wall and by the casing fasteners tighten-

ing has been formed. This model also includes contact interaction in the sealing 

unit on the contact surface of the pipeline, the upper and lower halves of the cas-

ing. This contact problem solving method, based on the application of the finite 

element method, is proposed. The finite element model is based on twenty-unit 

three-dimensional finite elements with three degrees of freedom at each unit. 

Eight-unit contact finite elements were used to describe contact and sliding be-

tween surfaces. Contact conditions are taken into account with the penalty method 

usage. The verification of the model and the software that implements the proposed 

method is carried out by comparing the calculation results and experimental data 

obtained on the physical model of the pipeline. The physical model was made from a 

low-modulus material with full geometric similarity and the same ratio of the elastic 

moduli of materials as in a real object. The stress-strain state of the sealing unit of a 

real pipeline in a three-dimensional setting was determined and the most stressed 

zones in the unit, which require increased attention during the design and opera-

tion of pipelines and their connections, were identified. The developed approach 

and software make it possible to determine the contact pressure for the horizontal 

joint flanges of highly stressed cylinder bodies of powerful steam turbines, which 

helps to avoid a large number of expensive experimental studies. 

Keywords: turbine, pipeline, flange connection, contact problem, stress-strain state, 

contact. 

Introduction 
One of the most important and common elements of modern thermal power plants are pipelines of 

various diameters and configurations, designed for transportation of steam, water, oil, gas, air, fuel oil and 

other media. Pipelines connect the main units of the power plant and auxiliary equipment. As a result of 

thermal equipment combining with a system of pipelines, a single construction that performs the main tech-

nological process of electricity production is formed. 

The reliability and efficiency of a thermal power plant operation is largely determined by the reliable 

and economical operation of its pipeline system. The pipelines damage may lead to the need to reduce the 

power of the units or even to their complete stop. 

Pipelines in modern thermal power plants represent a complex spatial system that consists of both 

pipes themselves and means that connect them together [1]. 

The object of research in this paper is a sealing unit for a branch inset into a steam line that operates 

under the influence of internal steam pressure. 

The purpose of this work is a development of methodology, based on the use of three-dimensional 

models, for solving a contact problem for a pipeline sealing unit, its verification by comparing the calcula-

tion results with experimental data, as well as identification of the most stressed zones in the unit that require 

increased attention during the pipelines and their connections designing and operation. 

The assessment of the stress-strain state (SSS) of the sealing unit for the branch inset into the steam 

pipeline is a very urgent problem, according to the foresaid. 
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Formulation of the problem 

The problem of the sealing unit SSS determina-

tion will be considered in an elastic formulation, with-

out taking into account the influence of temperature 

stresses and deformations. The pipeline connecting unit 

under study is shown in Fig. 1. There is also a loading 

scheme that takes into account: 

– internal pressure on the wall of the steam 

line, which is 7.5 MPa (loads of "A" group); 

– tightening of the casing fasteners, which is 

6.25 MPa (loads of "B" group); 

In addition, the considered problem takes into 

account the contact interaction in the sealing unit on 

the contacting surface of the pipeline. 

Boundary conditions that simulate the fastening 

of the sealing unit in the calculated three-dimensional 

model are constructed proceeding from the limitation of 

the unit displacement along the vertical axis (Fig. 1). 

The physical and mechanical properties of ma-

terials (Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio ν, den-

sity ρ) used during the sealing unit manufacture are 

given in table 1 [2, 3]. 

Finite element model and additional conditions of 

the contact problem 

The problem of the pipeline sealing unit SSS 

determination was solved on the basis of a three-

dimensional model, which is an assembly of the main 

pipeline, the upper and lower halves of the casing seal 

and the seal itself – paronite. 

To carry out this calculation on a 1:1 scale in 

the CAD package Autodesk Inventor [4], a steam line 

connector geometric model, which was further imported 

into software package ANSYS based on the finite ele-

ment method (FEM), was created. As a result, a compu-

tational finite element model of the sealing unit was 

created. By splitting the original model, about 490,000 

finite elements were obtained (Fig. 1). 

When creating a finite element model, a 

twenty-unit three-dimensional element with three de-

grees of freedom at each unit, depicted in Fig. 2, was 

used [5]. This element has a quadratic representation of 

displacements and can be used both in regular and ir-

regular grids, which is important when building  

 

 

Bearing 
 

Fig. 1. Computational model of the connecting unit  

of the turbine steam line 

Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of sealing 

unit materials 

Physical and mechanical properties 
Material 

Е·10
-3
, MPa ν ρ, kg/m

3 

Steal 15CrMoV5-10  

(pipeline, casing) 
217 0.3 7,800 

Paronite FA-MN13-O 

(gasket seal) 
1.2 0.3 2,000 

 

Fig. 2. Geometry of twenty-unit FE 

 Related target surfaces 

Contact elements 

Solid/shell element surface 

 

Fig. 3. Geometry of the eight-unit contact FE 

computational finite element models for objects of a sufficiently complex geometric structure that were im-

ported from various software systems for designing. 

For a more accurate determination of the stress-strain state, the used three-dimensional model 

includes a symmetrical contact interaction of two halves of the casing, the gasket seal and the main pipeline. 

In this case, several zones of contact interaction were considered. 

In the contact zones, which mainly affect the transfer of forces between the interacting elements, the 

grid thickens with a decrease in the size of the finite element to 1 mm. When modeling contact interaction, 

an eight-unit contact finite element was used to describe contact and sliding between surfaces (Fig. 3). 
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According to [6], the boundary contact problem is characterized by the presence of a contact zone of 

a known (stable) or unknown (unstable, variable) configuration. In this zone, there is no interpenetration of 

the surfaces of bodies, and the forces transferred as a result of contact cannot be tensile (taking into account 

the forces of surface adhesion in the contact zone, a certain level of "negative pressure" is allowed). Accord-

ing to the consequence of the general conservation law (the law of surface interactions), the contact forces on 

two contact surfaces must be equal in magnitude and multidirectional. In this case, the force contact can be 

carried out both with friction and without friction. As a result, the formulation of the boundary contact prob-

lem includes additional contact conditions and constraints, which can be described by the following equa-

tions, on the contact surface Sk.  

On the general surface Sk of elements with conditional numbers 1 and 2, the following coupling con-

ditions must be satisfied: 

– force for stresses σ  

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2,1,3,2,1,,021 ===ν⋅σ−σ jnmjm
mnmn

; (1) 

– kinematic during adhesion (displacement of U in the same basis as the coordinates x) 

 [ ] 3,2,1,0)()( )2()1( ==ν⋅+−+ mUxUx mmmmm , (2) 

 [ ] 3,2,1,0)()( )2()1( ==τ⋅+−+ mUxUx mmmmm , (3) 

where νm, τm respectively, vectors components of the outer normal to contact surface and tangent to this surface. 

During slipping (with or without friction), condition (3) is not used.  

Among the set conditions are: 

– negative values of normal components of contact forces  

 2,1,0)( )( =<ννσ jjnm
mn

; (4) 

– mutual non-penetration of bodies  

 [ ] 0)()( )2()1( ≤ν⋅+−+ mmmmm UxUx . (5) 

Inequalities (4), (5) are the basis for the determination of the current contact surface configuration. 

The force interaction of surfaces in the contact zone Sk can occur under conditions of adhesion or 

slippage. 

In the case of adhesion, that is, with ( ){ }3/,min
minSσσµ≤σ ντ

 

 (σS is actual material yield strength), 
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During slipping, that is, when ( ){ }3/,min
minSσσµ>σ ντ  we have 

 νν =ννσ=σ F
Sk

nm
mn

⌢

 (9) 

or 

 νν =ν= UUU
Skmm

⌢

, (10) 

and also, at µ≠0 

 )(sign τττ ⋅−=σ UF
⌢

, (11) 

where mmm UUU τ⋅−=τ )( )2()1(  is projection of the vector of mutual displacements, tangent to the contact surface. 
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If there is no need to take friction into account (if the coefficient of friction µ is equal to zero) during 

the calculation, then these conditions are simplified to 

 νν =ννσ=σ F
Sk

nm
mn

⌢

 or νν =ν= UUU
Skmm

⌢

. (12) 

Solution method 

In the process of minimizing the target FEM functional, additional constraints (1)–(12) are usually 

taken into account by one of two methods: penalty method (PM) and Lagrange multiplier (LM). PM is dis-

tinguished by its economy of memory and time resources and has become quite widespread when solving 

frictional contact problems. In turn, LM is known for its accuracy [7]. However, it may lead to incorrect 

convergence of the solution. 

Taking into account the need to quickly solve contact problems that arise during the production and 

operation of power equipment, the PM was adopted to solve the considered problem. In contact problems, 

the penalty term includes the stiffness matrix of the contact surface. This matrix stems from the concept that 

one imaginary body penetrates into another [8]. 

Model experiment 

To verify the proposed model and solution technique, an experimental study of the stress-strain state 

was carried out with the use of strain gauging [10] of the pipeline unit on a physical model made of a low-

modulus material – plexiglass [11] at a scale of 1:2.5 with full geometric similarity (Fig. 4). As primary 

transducers, paper-based strain gauges with a 5 mm base were used. The scheme of the strain gauges location 

was taken according to [12]. 

   

plexiglass rubber 

casing 
main pipeline 

 

 
  a        b 

Fig. 4. Experimental stand: 
a – physical model of a plexiglass pipeline assembled with glued strain gauges; 

b – theoretical drawing of the sealing unit 

The physical model of the pipeline is a cylindrical pipe 400 mm in diameter and 4 mm thick. Flat plexi-

glass sheets served as billets. After heating in the furnace, the billets were crimped on a specially made cylindri-

cal mandrel, and took the required shape. A cylindrical tube was formed from the obtained elements. Plugs were 

installed from the ends. One of the plugs was welded, and the second one, removable, was bolted to the flange. 

The removable plug has a special device for the wires removal from the sensors located on the inner surface. 

As seen from Fig. 4, the main pipe is covered by a casing with a branch, which is also made of plexi-

glass. The casing consists of two halves for which there are horizontal joint flanges. For rigidity, annular 

flanges are welded on the ends of the casing. The two halves of the casing were pulled together with metal 

studs. The space between the casing and the main pipeline was filled with thick soft sheet rubber, which con-

tributes to a more uniform transfer of force to the surface of the main pipeline during crimping by the casing. 

The stiffness (elastic modulus) ratio of plexiglass and rubber is the same as in a full-scale structure. 

The stresses were measured mainly in the circumferential section at a plane passing through the cen-

ter of the hole perpendicular to the pipe axis, i.e., in the direction along which the contact pressure was 

measured. Since the stresses were measured along the direction of the main curvatures of the pipe (in 
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circumferential and axial directions), it would be enough to use double sockets. Nevertheless, to determine 

possible misalignments during loading, sensors were also installed along the bisector of the angles between 

the axial and circumferential directions. Considering possible unevenness of stress distribution in the hole 

area, the sensors were installed as often as possible [9, 13]. To do this, we had to abandon the location of 

strain gauges in the form of traditional triple sockets and use to the so-called "chain" scheme, which consists 

of three groups of sensors. The sensors of the first group are oriented in the axial direction, the second group 

– in the circumferential direction, and the third group – at an angle of 45°
 
to the first two directions. Al-

though the directions of the sensors of the first and second groups coincide with the directions of the main 

curvatures and, due to symmetries, one would expect them to coincide with the directions of main stresses, 

sensors of the 3rd group were used to fix possible distortions. 

The test procedure was carried out as follows. The pressure, which was transmitted through the rub-

ber gasket from the casing seal, was created on the pipe surface. It was created by the tightening force of the 

studs tightening the flanges of the horizontal joint of the casing. Due to the fact that the forces transmitted by 

the casing to the pipe, hereinafter referred to as contact pressure, are uneven along the pipe surface, it be-

came necessary to measure the pressures at several points. For this, a narrow slot in the annular direction was 

cut in the tee casing and in the rubber layer, which made it possible to position both indicators from the outer 

surface: the needle of one rested against the pipe, the needle of the other – against the tee casing [9]. Thus, 

by the change in the thickness of the rubber gasket, one can estimate the contact pressure value. The meas-

urements were carried out according to the scheme shown in Fig. 4. The value of rubber compression was 

determined as the difference between displacements measured by indicators A and B. For the transition from 

the value of rubber compression to the value of the contact pressure, calibration has been carried out. For 

this, a rubber sample 20 mm×20 mm×8 mm was subjected to uniform crimping. The rubber gasket deforma-

tion (thickness reduction) was measured depending on the applied force. 

The thickness of the casing - gasket - pipe system was found from the expression 

( ) ( )0101
lluu mmmm −+−=δ , 

where m – the coordinate of the sensor needle, the subscripts "u" and "l" mean the upper and lower sensors 

respectively, the superscripts 1 and 0, respectively, the moment after and before crimping. 

Since the elastic modulus of rubber is several thousand times less than the one of plexiglass, we be-

lieve that the change in the gap occurred only due to the compression of the rubber. 

Deformation measurements of the rubber gasket were carried out for various crimping forces of the 

seal. Fig. 5 shows the experimental points and the curve that approximates them. Based on the obtained re-

sults, compression calibration was carried out with the determination of the rubber seal thickness dependence 

on the applied load. Thus, using the dependence shown in Fig. 5, it is possible to find the value of the contact 

pressure in the system, as well as the dependence between the applied force and contact pressure 
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where P2 is the value of force that would act on the gasket, which has the shape of a circle of radius r, the 

center of which lies in the vertical plane of symmetry; q0 is the amplitude value of the contact pressure (in 

the plane perpendicular to the connector), kg/cm
2
; R is the radius of the middle surface of the shell, cm; r is 

the hole radius, cm; φ2 is the angle shown in Fig. 4, b, сan be easily found on the basis of the geometric di-

mensions of the considered pipeline element. 

Along with the contact pressure, stresses were also measured. In order to separate bending and ten-

sile stresses, strain gauges were glued to inner and outer surfaces. At the same time, a strict match was ob-

served: each sensor on one surface has a corresponding sensor on the other. Due to the fact that the shells 

under study are essentially thin-walled (the ratio of the wall thickness to the radius of curvature is 

15

1

cm 6

cm 4.0
=  in main pipeline and 

50

1

cm 20

cm 4.0
=  in the branch), with a high degree of accuracy, the law of 

stress variation across the wall thickness can be considered linear. Hence it follows that bending stresses 
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2

extint σ−σ
=σb  and tensile (membrane) stresses are determined by the formula 

2

extint σ+σ
=σt , where σext 

and σint are the stress on the external and internal surface of some direction, respectively. 

 

Fig. 5. The rubber gasket calibration. Sample 20 mm×20 mm×8 mm 

Verification of the calculation model and software 
To prove the adequacy of the proposed 

model, the methodology for solving the considered 

contact problem and the software that implements the 

proposed approach, the obtained experimental results 

were compared with the results of calculation per-

formed with the initial data corresponding to the 

physical model described above. The physical and 

mechanical properties of the materials of the physical 

model are presented in table 2. 

Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties of the 

pipeline sealing unit materials 

Physical and mechanical 

properties  Material 

Е, MPa ν ρ, kg/m
3 

Organic glass  

(pipeline, casing) 
2.785×10

3
 0.35 1190 

Soft porous rubber (seal) 1 0.30 1800  

Just as in the tests on the physical model, the stress-strain state of a pipeline element was simulated under 

loading by pressure created by the tightening force of the studs – 0.016 MPa, and by internal pressure on the steam 

line wall, that is 0.02 MPa. The general diagram of the application of the boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 1. 

Comparison of the results of the physical experiment and the model calculation of the pipeline seal-

ing unit showed that the deflection values (absolute deformation of the rubber gasket in the direction of pres-

sure from the casing seal, Fig. 6, a) and contact pressures on the contacting surface of the pipeline under the 

upper half of the casing (Fig. 6, b), as well as the values of axial and circumferential tensile and bending 

stresses, have a very good agreement in the investigated sections. 

       
a       b 

Fig. 6. SSS of the turbine steam line sealing unit: 
a – the value of deflection; b – distribution of contact pressures 
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Table 3 shows the values of contact pressures at the points of installation of indicators on the surface 

of the main pipeline and the deflections of the seal under the action of the load created by the studs tighten-

ing [14]. It is seen from the table that the difference between the calculated and experimental data does not 

exceed 6% for contact pressures and 12% for deformations. 

Table 3. Summary results of the contact problem study 

Deflection, mm Contact pressure, MPa 
Measuring point no. 

Experiment Calculation Experiment Calculation 

1, 4 1.43 1.6180 0.062 0.0656 

2, 5 1.38 1.6175 0.050 0.0530 

3, 6 1.44 1.6168 0.045 0.0476 

Based on the obtained results, stress curves presented in Fig. 7 were plotted, where σ1
t
, σ2

t
, σ1

b
, σ2

b
 

are respectively, axial and circumferential stretching and bending stresses obtained experimentally; 

σ1
t
(FEM), σ2

t
(FEM), σ1

b
(FEM), σ2

b
(FEM) are respectively, axial and circumferential tensile and bending 

stresses obtained by calculation.  

These stresses are given at the points of installation of strain gauges on the inner (Fig. 7, a and 7, b) 

and outer surfaces of the pipeline (Fig. 7, c and 7, d) in the area of the hole, that is, under the casing seal. In 

this area, the sensors were installed as often as possible, due to the uneven distribution of stresses. 

  
a       b 

  
c       d 

Fig. 7. Comparison of tensile and bending stresses obtained experimentally and by calculation 
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Analysis of calculation results 

Verified software for solving the con-

tact problem of the pipeline unit deformation 

was used to determine the stress-strain state of 

the real pipeline unit. Fig. 8 shows the nature 

of the stress distribution, and Fig. 9 – contact 

pressure on the surface of the pipeline under 

the seal under the influence of the tightening 

force of the studs. 

The calculation results showed that the 

maximum local stresses are observed on the 

surface of the pipeline, between the upper and 

lower halves of the casing, and are about 

250 MPa (see Fig. 8), which is associated with 

material deformation from high contact pressure 

 

Fig. 8. Distribution of equivalent stresses in the turbine steam 

lines sealing unit 

on the sealing surface. In the area of the main steam line flange, a surge of stresses is observed only in the welding 

zone and is about 60 MPa, on average, the stresses in the area of the body flanges are insignificant – less than 

30 MPa, which is fully complies with the regulatory requirements [9]. In the sealing unit, namely, in the section 

where the pipe is welded to the casing, the stresses averaged over the wall thickness are about 50 MPa. 

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the contact pressure transmitted from the casing seal through the 

rubber seal to the surface of the main pipeline under the action of the load created by the studs tightening. 

 
a        b 

 
c        d 

Fig. 9. Distribution of contact pressures in the sealing unit on the contacting surface: 
a – of the pipeline under the upper half of the casing; b – of the upper half of the leather;  

c – of the pipeline under the lower half of the casing; d – of the lower half of the casing 
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Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that there are areas with a significant local in-

crease in the stresses of the pipeline body in the sealing unit, as well as zones with a negative level of contact 

pressure on the contacting surfaces. This circumstance must be taken into account during the pipelines de-

signing and operation. Thus, the proposed methodology and the developed software will be in demand when 

solving such problems. 

Conclusions 
A mathematical model has been compiled and a methodology for solving the contact problem of the 

pipeline sealing unit has been developed. This technique is based on the use of FEM in conjunction with the 

penalty method, in which the penalty is organized according to the conditions of the contact. 

In order to verify the proposed approach and software that implements this technique, an experimen-

tal and numerical study of the stress-strain state of the model pipeline sealing unit made of a low-modulus 

material and representing a test model was carried out. The results obtained on the physical model by the 

strain gauge method and with the calculation according to the proposed method showed pretty good agree-

ment (up to 7–10%). 

The stress-strain state of the real pipeline sealing unit in a three-dimensional setting was determined, 

and the most stressed zones in the unit that require increased attention during the design and operation of 

pipelines and their sealings were identified. The following things were established: 

– the stress state of the sealing unit is three-dimensional and a complex deformation pattern is observed; 

– in general, the level of stresses in the unit walls is low, but there are zones of increased stress on 

the surface of the pipeline, between the upper and lower halves of the casing; 

– the distribution of the contact pressure transmitted from the casing seal through the rubber seal to 

the surface of the main pipeline under the action of the load created by the studs tightening showed the pres-

ence of areas with a negative level of contact pressure on the contacting surfaces. 

Application of the developed computational approach makes it possible to determine the contact pres-

sure for the horizontal joint flanges of high-stress cylinder bodies of powerful steam turbines. In most cases, the 

experimental data on such connectors are absent due to many factors, such as the complexity of the model manu-

facturing and the large material costs to conduct multivariate experiments for various geometry options. There-

fore, the proposed methodology and the developed software will be in demand when solving such problems. 
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Контактне деформування вузла ущільнення трубопроводу 

1 
А. О. Костіков, 

2 
С. А. Пальков 

1 
Інститут проблем машинобудування ім. А. М. Підгорного НАН України, 

61046, Україна, м. Харків, вул. Пожарського, 2/10 

2
 Акціонерне товариство «Турбоатом», 61037, Україна, м. Харків, пр. Московський, 199 

Досліджено особливості напружено-деформованого стану сполучного вузла паропроводу турбоустановки 

на основі використання тривимірної розрахункової моделі конструкції і поверхонь, що контактують між собою. 

Вузол, що розглядається, включає в себе власне трубопровід, обжимний кожух, що складається з двох половин, в 

одній з яких встановлено відведення, і прокладку-ущільнювач. Сформовано математичну модель, що враховує меха-

нічні навантаження, які викликані як внутрішнім тиском пари на стінку паропроводу, так і затягуванням кріплень 

кожуха. Розглянута модель також включає контактну взаємодію в вузлі ущільнення на контактних поверхнях 

трубопроводу, верхньої та нижньої половин кожуха. Запропоновано методику розв'язання даної контактної задачі, 

яка ґрунтується на використанні методу скінченних елементів. В основу скінченноелементної моделі покладено 

двадцативузлові тривимірні скінченні елементи з трьома ступенями свободи в кожному вузлі. Для опису контакту і 

ковзання між поверхнями використовувалися восьмивузлові контактні скінченні елементи. Врахування контактних 

умов здійснювалося за допомогою методу штрафних функцій. Проведено верифікацію моделі і програмного забезпе-

чення, що реалізує запропоновану методику, шляхом порівняння результатів розрахунку і експериментальних даних, 

які отримані на фізичній моделі трубопроводу. Фізична модель була виготовлена з низькомодульного матеріалу з 

дотриманням повної геометричної подібності і такого ж співвідношення модулів пружності матеріалів, як і в реа-

льному об'єкті. Визначено напружено-деформований стан сполучного вузла реального трубопроводу в тривимірній 

постановці і виявлено найбільш напружені зони в вузлі, що потребують підвищеної уваги під час проєктування та 

експлуатації трубопроводів та їх з'єднань. Розроблений підхід і програмне забезпечення дають можливість визна-

чити контактний тиск для фланців горизонтального роз'єму високонапружених корпусів циліндрів потужних паро-

вих турбін, що дозволяє уникнути великої кількості дорогих експериментальних досліджень. 

Ключові слова: турбоустановка, трубопровід, фланцеве з'єднання, контактна задача, напружено-

деформований стан, контактний тиск. 
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